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acoustic-inertial position reference systems commissioned Sep 2013. (Courtesy of Vantage drilling)

Abstract
It is increasingly well known that acoustic inertial position references make DP systems more robust by
improving the precision, update rate and availability of position data whilst simultaneously offering
operational cost savings.
This paper presents a second generation of tightly integrated acoustic-inertial position reference systems
that are scalable to realize these benefits across a range of vessel types and operations from light
intervention to deepwater drilling.
The tightly integrated acoustic-inertial systems utilize the individual acoustic transceiver measurements at
the phase (bearing) and travel time (range) level and make use of a very rich set of high-integrity quality
metrics provided by wideband signal processing. This results in much enhanced weighting between the
acoustic and the inertial measurements and it also means that that acoustic aiding of the INS will carry on
even when the acoustic system by itself cannot form a reliable position.
Deepwater operational results will be presented that show accuracy approaching that of modern GNSS
and a previously unseen level of robustness when operated with a full LUSBL array of transponders. Due
to the optimal tight-integration of the 2nd generation system, extremely accurate and robust operation is
also possible with fewer transponders offering operational efficiency as well as enhanced reliability.
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Introduction
The combination of acoustic positioning and inertial navigation for use in deep water DP was already
suggested at the Offshore Technology Conference, Dallas, TX, US 1975 [1]. Time has passed and
technology and systems have matured. Acoustic-inertial systems from major acoustic system providers
have now been in routine operational use for several years and there is no longer any doubt that INS adds
important real-world practical value. The advantages and increased use of acoustic-inertial positioning for
DP in deep water has justified a sustained engineering effort towards more tightly integrated and
optimised systems. Some of the resulting technical advances and associated operational benefits are
presented in this paper.
Within the field of inertial navigation the integration of data from external (aiding) sensors, such as
GNSS (GPS) and acoustic positioning, is categorised as respectively “Loose”, “Tight” or “Deep”
depending on the level at which integration takes place. Accuracy and robustness is known to improve
with the level of integration (see e.g. [2]) but so is the required engineering effort on both the sensor
fusion algorithms (INS Kalman filter) and the system interfaces.
The first generation Sonardyne acoustic-inertial system implemented “loose integration” of acoustics and
INS. The system entered full operational use in early 2010 and was specifically optimised for extending
USBL based positioning into deeper water to create a “third type” reference system with properties and
failure modes substantially different from those of conventional GNSS and LUSBL acoustics. Robust DP
off a single seabed transponder was proven in water depths up to 3070m (10072 ft), see [3]. This
configuration remains in use on a number of vessels (non-drilling) and is highly advantageous for
operations of short duration where time is of essence and as a complement to existing dual
redundant/independent acoustic reference systems.
While operationally efficient, USBL (single transponder) aided inertial navigation does have limitations.
Complex acoustic degradation can arise from e.g. a large diameter drilling riser near the
transceiver-transponder acoustic line of sight or from intense thruster-wash, turbulence and aeration
across the acoustic transceiver face. INS deals well with typical acoustic positioning random noise but
certain operational conditions can cause a non-zero mean noise (“bias”) effect on the USBL bearing
measurement which results in USBL position bias when operated with a single transponder. Under harsh
operational conditions the “bias” (or even drop-out) can be of sufficient magnitude and duration for the
INS to be dragged (drift) marginally outside of acceptable positioning tolerances. Wideband USBL range
measurements on the contrary are considerably more robust, does not suffer from any significant bias
effects and remain precise and high integrity practically to the limit of acoustic detection.
It is advantageous to have a system that optimally supports a spectrum of configurations from
operationally efficient USBL-INS (1 or 2 transponders) for benign operations to extremely robust
LUSBL-INS with optimal use of robust wideband ranging to multiple (2 to 5+) transponders.
The 2nd generation “Marksman DP INS” system was put into operational use in the first half of 2013. The
major change is “under the bonnet” where a much enhanced INS Kalman filter now perform tight
integration of raw acoustic observations, making optimal use of both phase (bearing) and two-way travel
time (range) measurements from each available transponder. Due to tight system and SW integration, the
Kalman filter also benefits from direct access to a rich set of low level quality metrics created by the
acoustic transceivers advanced wideband digital signal processing. Understanding of the wideband
acoustic observations, their associated quality metrics and especially how the observations are affected
under a wide range of operational conditions is key to ensuring real-world accuracy and robustness of the
integrated acoustic-inertial solution. Prior to field-testing and operational use, the 2nd generation system
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was validated against the large amounts of real-world data accrued from years of acoustic-inertial
operations.
Due to the tight acoustic-inertial integration, operational use of the 2nd generation system scales
seamlessly from the ability to DP off a single or two transponders in benign scenarios to using three or
even more transponders for the ultimate level of robustness in the most critical applications such as
drilling. Tight integration of measurements from multiple transponders dramatically improves accuracy
and adds significantly to robustness against acoustic degradation.
Tightly integrated acoustic-inertial navigation provides accuracy, robustness and DP weighting that is on
par with or better than state-of-the-art GNSS (GPS) when operated with a conventional 4 or 5 transponder
array. The much increased performance can also be used to reduce the number of transponders and the
acoustic update rate extending the battery life of seabed equipment.
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Loose, tight and deep INS integration.
Loose, tight and deep INS integration are terms well known in the larger field of GNSS/INS where
especially deep integration is a hot topic of much scientific and (military) industrial research, e.g. [2].
Figure 2 illustrate these terms as applied to acoustic positioning.
Acoustic
positioning
computations

USBL acoustic
transceiver

INS

PURE acoustic
positioning

TIGHT integration
- Raw acoustic
observations and quality
metrics

LOOSE integration
- Position and accuracy

DEEP integration
- INS is used to improve
low level acoustic
transceiver processing

Figure 2 Loose, tight and deep acoustic-inertial navigation

Before introduction of INS integration there was only standalone acoustic positioning. Sensibly designed
acoustic inertial systems maintain a fall-back mode to conventional acoustic positioning should the INS
suffer from e.g. a hardware, firmware or navigation algorithm fault.
The first generation of acoustic-inertial systems were loosely integrated. The INS would in principle
simply be inserted between the acoustic positioning system and the DP desk in order to reduce noise,
increase update rate and bridge brief gaps in acoustic positioning. The performance would depend on the
acoustic systems ability to compute both an acoustic position and reliable quality metrics for use in
weighting by the INS. In the simplest of implementations the INS would have to battle significant amounts
of (low pass) filtering and latency all of which are hard to mathematically/statistically quantify. With a
good understanding of the specific acoustic system, this configuration could provide performance close to
that of a tightly integrated system in the simple case of using a single transponder close to the vertical.
In a tightly integrated system the INS has full access to the raw acoustic observations and the associated
low level quality metrics in their native format and with effectively perfect timing. This allows a much
more precise and optimal use of the available information which is especially beneficial in critical
situations where the acoustics begin to degrade. The tightly integrated solution can perform to within the
requirements of deep water DP despite it being impossible to compute a standalone acoustic position – this
is because the INS is able to peace together and accurately weight incomplete information over time.
Deep integration is when the acoustic transceiver makes use of information from the INS to enhance its low
level acoustic signal processing. No deeply integrated acoustic-inertial systems are available for DP use
today but companies who control both acoustic and inertial technology have the capability to make use of
this possibility in the future. It is an obvious approach to pursue for mechanically integrated acousticinertial transceivers such as the Sonardyne GyroUSBL.
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Tight mechanical acoustic-inertial integration – the “GyroUSBL” transceiver.
Tight mechanical integration of the USBL acoustic transceiver with a high accuracy INS/AHRS provides
several important improvements relevant for DP use:
•

Eliminates mechanical instability between the acoustic transceiver and the heading/attitude device
which is a key limiting factor for modern high accuracy USBL systems. The improved accuracy
and robustness help reduce the number of seabed transponders required.

•

Reduces the time required to repair or upgrade a transceiver. The new “GyroUSBL” transceiver
can replace an existing transceiver without the need to do a full, time consuming and
operationally involved, acoustic system calibration (CASIUS).

Trials time aimed at furthering new technology was kindly offered on a large state-of-the-art deepwater
drillship during the 2010/2011 drilling moratorium in the Gulf of Mexico.
One of the tests performed was aimed at examining DP vessel positioning benefits from tight mechanical
USBL-INS integration. Two inertial systems were installed: One system was co-located with a USBL
transceiver at the end of a stem-tube (Figure 2, left) and deployed subsea. The second INS was installed on
the bridge where it was firmly epoxy glued to the steel deck (Figure 2, right). The mechanically integrated
USBL-INS assembly was interfaced to the DP desk and used as an active reference. Concurrent data from
all sensors (2 x INS, USBL and GPS) were time tag recorded to micro second accuracy for analysis.

Figure 3 Left: "Lodestar" INS (inside stainless steel section) is co-located with a Wideband USBL transceiver
(left) at the end of a stem tube. Right: A 2nd INS was mounted on the bridge, epoxy glued to the steel deck.

The layout and concept of the test is further illustrated in Figure 3. Highly accurate (~0.02 deg) concurrent
roll / pitch measurements from the two inertial systems were used to identify the amount of attitude
instability between the bridge INS and the pole USBL transceiver. 0.1 deg of attitude error is equivalent
to ~5m (17’) of position error at 3000m water depth so there is little margin for error.
Water depth at the trials location was 1650m. The USBL-INS was operated with a single seabed
transponder and used by the DP as the only position reference (as seen from Figure 4, top left, the “LBL”
feed to the DP was hi-jacked for the test). The nearest azimuth thruster (5-6 MW power) was put into
manual control, oriented towards the USBL-INS pole and operated at 70-80% of its maximum setting at a
distance of ~50m (see Figure 4, mid-left).
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Figure 4 Test setup. One INS was mechanically collocated with the USBL transceiver subsea. A 2nd INS was
mounted on the bridge. Mechanical instability between the USBL transceiver and the bridge INS was
determined by comparison of concurrent roll/pitch from the two inertial systems. The pole acoustic-inertial
system was further used for DP to confirm suitability as a position reference.

INS (HPR LBL) only
enabled reference

Thruster
(Manual control)

Thrust disturbancy
causes bias but
control remains good.

INS + USBL
transceiver

Figure 5 DP screen. Top left: INS (“LBL”) selected as only reference. Left: The fwd-stbd thruster was
directed towards the stem tube USBL-INS assembly and set to 70-80% of maximum thrust. Right: DP control
remains stable within a 2.5m radius despite violent thruster wash and use of a single seabed transponder.
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Figure 6 USBL transceiver deflection caused by thruster wash. ABOVE: Blue/green and cyan/magenta show
roll/pitch from respectively pole and bridge inertial systems. BELOW: Roll and pitch differences.
Figure 5 compares the roll and pitch measured by the bridge INS and the INS co-located with the

transceiver over a +1 minute period where the wash from the azimuth thruster was swayed across the
stem tube. Roll/pitch is seen to match to within a few hundreds of a degree before and after the period of
thruster wash.
The thruster wash coming from the front is seen to cause a pitch deflection with a sustained magnitude of
0.3-0.4 deg (Figure 5 below plot, @ time 2823.9 min). This equates to 15-20m of USBL position error in
3000m of water (see right axis). Persistent USBL acoustic position biases such as this can be difficult to
detect and would have significantly degraded the DP-INS performance UNLESS a mechanically
co-located INS is used.
Vortex shedding causes resonance around the transverse roll axis with a frequency of ~2Hz and a peak
magnitude of +/- 0.25 deg (+/- 12m @ 3000m depth). The resulting position “noise” is eliminated via a
mechanically co-located INS and could likely also be reduced to acceptable levels using a bridge mounted
high performance INS.
The trial results confirm that sustained thruster wash and the associated pole/transceiver deflection is a
concern when using USBL acoustic-inertial positioning (single or dual seabed transponders) for DP in
deep water. The trial proved that using an integrated acoustic-inertial transceiver eliminates the
mechanical instability problem and the setup demonstrated robust positioning and DP control off a single
seabed transponder in 1650m of water depth despite intentional worst case thruster wash.
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Figure 4 (red circle to the right) shows that DP control using the mechanically collocated acoustic-inertial
system remains stable with the vessel staying within a 2.5m radius circle despite the violent thruster wash.
The vessel trajectory is seen to be offset 4-5m which was due to the large manual thrust (force)
disturbance causing a bias in the DP control (expected).
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There are alternative means to manage thruster wash induced pole
deflection:
•

Guard bands can be configured in the DP thruster control.

•

Using an array of 3+ transponders. A carefully designed tightly
integrated acoustic-inertial system is insensitive to realistic
distortions of the acoustic bearing measurements (including the
effect of mechanical instability) when ranging geometry is
good.

Since the successful trial, Sonardyne has productized and released the
mechanically integrated “GyroUSBL” transceiver (see Figure 6).
GyroUSBL is composed of a 6th (6G®) generation HPT Wideband2
transceiver and a high-performance Ring Laser Gyroscope (RLG)
based INS. Mechanical stability is inherent and so the critical acousticinertial misalignment angles can be factory pre-calibrated. Because
many of the system parameters are now fixed, a full USBL calibration
can be replaced by a performance verification check with significant
savings in vessel time and therefore operational costs.
Figure 7 is a worst case (rare) example of how thruster wash deflection
of a conventional USBL transceiver can affect acoustic and acousticinertial positioning. The example is taken from a semisubmersible DP
vessel operated off 2 seabed transponders in ~1500m of water depth.
Analysis of the data revealed a 0.3 deg deflection maintained over a
+10 minute time period. Using a GyroUSBL transceiver or adding a
3rd transponder would have eliminated the problem.

Figure 7 Sonardyne 6th (6G®)
generation "GyroUSBL" transceiver
mounted in a deployment machine
sea chest: INS/AHRS on top and
HPT7000 acoustic transceiver at the
bottom.
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Figure 8 Real-world example of how (rare) sustained thruster wash can negatively affect positioning accuracy
and integrity by deflecting a conventional USBL transceiver. Data is from a semisubmersible DP vessel
operated using two transponders on the seabed. The GyroUSBL transceiver would have been unaffected.
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Drillship “Tungsten Explorer” (2013)
– dual-independent Marksman DP INS commissioned in September 2013.
Dual independent Marksman DP INS systems passed commissioning tests in Sep 2013 off Myanmar.
Figure 8 shows a 10 x 10m box manoeuvre test performed using the tightly integrated acoustic-inertial
system as the only position reference. As can be seen, the positioning and motion of the INS is virtually
indistinguishable from state-of-the-art PPP type GNSS (GPS). Average wind speed was 30-40 knots and
at a significant angle to the bow causing the DP control to stray slightly from a perfect box trajectory.
•
•
•
•

Water depth: 1000 m
Acoustic update rate: 6 seconds
USBL: 6th (6G®) generation HPT7000 Wideband2 transceiver
4 transponders.

100

Position
Reference
Begin
End
TPID# 2408
TPID# 2410
TPID# 2412
TPID# 2501

50

Northing [m] (relative)

1 x 1 m grid

0

-50
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Figure 9 Box maneuver (10 x 10m) performed with INS used as only position reference used by the DP desk.
INS is blue and PPP type GNSS (GPS) is green (reference).
Figure 9 hereafter shows INS position vs the reference GNSS (GPS) as time series. The 1DRMS (the root

of the mean of the squared radial differences) difference is at the decimetre level with peak difference
about 30cm (1’) and again the INS motion is seen to match GNSS perfectly. DP desk reported
repeatability at 0.1m was better than the 0.2 m reported for GNSS (DGPS).
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Figure 10 Position time series and difference between INS and GNSS. Motion is practically identical.

The test illustrates how tightly integrated acoustic-inertial navigation provides accuracy, repeatability and
robustness equivalent to state-of-the-art GNSS when operated with a conventional +4 transponder array.
Furthermore, due to the extremely accurate direct measurement of acceleration the INS is insensitive to
brief dropouts and very closely follows the true motion of the vessel – ideal for DP control purposes.

Optimised configuration
The acoustic-inertial configuration was optimized to balance accuracy, robustness, battery consumption
and transponder count and was thereafter allowed to operate continuously for +12 hrs. Results are shown
hereafter.
•
•
•
•

Water depth: 1000 m
Acoustic update rate: 12 seconds, transponder power set to low => 5 year battery life!
USBL: 6th (6G®) generation HPT7000 Wideband2 transceiver
3 transponders.

Figure 10 hereafter shows the position of the vessel CRP (Central Reference Point) over a 13.5 hour time
period. The INS is virtually indistinguishable from GNSS and there were no outliers or drop-outs in either
reference. The slight CRP position change is due to change of heading, see Figure 11 and Figure 12.
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Figure 11 Transponder configuration and vessel trajectory. Station keeping for +12hrs with small heading
changes.

Figure 12 Vessel heading
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Figure 13 INS vs GNSS (GPS) reference. 1DRMS ~0.3m. Near perfect match between INS and GNSS motion.
Figure 12 shows INS positioning as compared to the GNSS (reference). Despite the reduced acoustic update rate and
using 3 rather than 4 transponders, the INS positioning and motion show insignificant difference (1 DRMS ~0.3m)
to GNSS. The reduced transponder count and acoustic update rate reduces battery consumption and means there is
less acoustics in the water column, the latter is of significant benefit also to e.g. SIMOPS.
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Tightly integrated acoustic-inertial positioning
– seamless scaling from single transponder USBL to full array LUSBL.
This section illustrates how tightly-integrated acoustic-inertial positioning scales optimally from using a
single transponder via use of two and three to operation with a full +4 transponder array. The data used is
from an ultra deepwater DP drilling vessel during system installation and operation in 2700m of water
depth. Offline re-processing of the data is done with a varying number of transponders. The example was
chosen specifically to provide a conservative representation of real-world performance in deep water.
Performance could have been enhanced via change to the system setup / configuration and there were
somewhat more degradation of the acoustics than is seen on average.
•
•
•
•
•

Water depth: 2700 m
Acoustic update rate: (just) 15 seconds
USBL transceiver: GDT “Bighead” (Wideband, one generation old).
Some interference between dual acoustic systems due to incomplete time synchronization setup.
Transponders deployed in close proximity to the vessel at only 7.5–10 deg. angles off the vertical.

The vessel position and transponder layout is show in Figure 15. A total of 4 transponders are shown at a
(small) horizontal distance from the vessel in the range of 350-450m equivalent to just 7.5-10 deg from
the vertical. Many drilling vessels have ROV’s that can reach this distance and so deployment and
eventual required servicing is time efficient and low risk. Reducing the horizontal distance to the
transponders have a negative impact on positioning accuracy (geometry) but has been made possible by
the precision and robustness of Wideband acoustic ranging and its tight integration with INS.
Figure 14 show tightly integrated acoustic positioning over a 6 hr time period as compared to a GNSS

Use of a single transponder in this case
does not provide the necessary
accuracy or robustness and the DP desk
would have rejected this configuration
several times due to exceeding a 5m
limit. Peak error of 14m towards the
end of the test happens during a time
period with evidence of degraded
acoustics (noise).

200

100
Northing [m] (relative)

(GPS) reference with decimetre
accuracy. Starting from the top is the
result of using a single transponder,
then two and three transponders and the
bottom most plot shows operation with
a conventional 4 transponder array. The
1DRMS and peak radial position errors
for use of 1 to 4 transponders are given
in Table 1.
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Due especially to the tightly integrated
Figure 14 Transponder layout
acoustic-inertial navigation, adding a
second transponder provides a massive improvement of accuracy. Peak error is now 2.6m with 1DRMS
accuracy of just 0.63m (2’). The dual transponder configuration would have been accepted by the DP
desk throughout the 6 hr time period. The expected accuracy reported by the system grows to just under
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5m 1DRMS towards the end. This was due to a temporary drop in signal level from one of the
transponders (aeration). A complete drop-out of the transponder would likely have pushed the solution
beyond DP limits.
Operation with 3 transponders is seen to be very accurate and robust with typical performance
(1 DRMS = 0.21m) approaching that of GNSS. Peak error of 1.3m happens during a one hour time period
(time 170-230 min) where measurements from one transponder (#204) were almost completely lost due to
systematic overlap between the reception of its acoustic reply and the powerful transmit signal of the
vessels second acoustic system. Despite effectively dropping to dual transponder operation for one hour,
the system performance remained well within the requirements for deep water DP.
Using a full array of 4 transponders provides accuracy and robustness approaching or on par with modern
GNSS despite one transponder dropping out and indications of aeration / partial blockage on another. It
would have been possible to further reduce the already low update rate (15 sec) and the transponder
transmit power (extending battery life) while still maintaining a healthy margin for robust operation.
Not readily apparent from this example alone - using 3 or 4 transponders adds an important extra amount
of immunity to prolonged distortion of the USBL acoustic bearing measurement e.g. caused by
interference with a large diameter drilling riser.

# Transponders

1 DRMS
difference[m]

Peak radial
difference[m]

1

2.3

14

2

0.63

2.6

3

0.21

1.3

4

0.18

0.80

Table 1 Accuracy vs number of transponders
(as compared to GNSS reference)
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Figure 15. Tightly integrated acoustic-inertial positioning accuracy and robustness vs transponder count.
(2700m water depth, 15 sec acoustic update rate)
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Benefit of tight acoustic-inertial integration
- use of two transponders
To clearly illustrate a performance benefit from the tight acoustic-inertial integration, the data set used in
the previous section was re-processed but this time using a loosely integrated acoustic-inertial solution as
from the previous generation system. The result is shown in Figure 15 hereafter. The 1DRMS and peak
radial errors become 3.0m and 13m versus 0.63m and 2.6m for the tightly integrated solution using the
same data (see Figure 14 and Table 1). This is a 5 times improvement in accuracy! While the benefit
becomes less significant when using more transponders, it remains significant especially in borderline
(harsh) operational conditions where optimal performance is really important and standalone acoustics
might not even be able to compute a position.

2 Transponders (#211 and #212) - LOOSELEY INTEGRATED ACOUSTIC-INERTIAL

Position difference [m]
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-10
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150
200
System Time [min]
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Figure 16 Loosely integrated acoustic-inertial positioning using two transponders
(2700m water depth, 15 sec acoustic update rate)
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Conclusion
Tight integration with INS makes deep water acoustic positioning in harsh operational conditions
dramatically more accurate and robust. Acoustic-inertial solutions from major acoustic system vendors
have been in successful operational use for DP in deep water for a number years. Acoustic-inertial
navigation is here to stay and therefore a sustained engineering effort to improve systems and integration
has been justified:
A 2nd generation tightly-integrated acoustic-inertial position reference system was presented along with
results from deep water operational use. The 2nd generation system processes raw acoustic observations at
the phase (direction) and travel time (range) level where previous generation systems simply processed
computed acoustic position. Accuracy and robustness is significantly improved particularly in critical
situations where standalone acoustic positioning is at the limit and when a minimum number of
transponders is used.
Some benefits of tightly integrated acoustic-inertial navigation are:
•

Accuracy is improved - in cases up to a factor of 5 as compared to the previous generation loosely
integrated system: On par with modern PPP type GNSS (GPS) if operated with 3+ transponders.
Just 2 transponders can provide sub-meter accuracy in deep water.

•

Improved robustness through better use of detailed information direct from the acoustic
transceiver. The improvement is general but as an example, at times positioning with acceptable
performance for DP will continue even when the acoustic system cannot compute position by
itself.

•

Seamless scaling from single transponder USBL to full array LUSBL improves operational
efficiency and saves cost by providing the right level of accuracy and robustness for the job.

•

Constant +1Hz update rate and much improved repeatability results in DP weighting on par or
better than GNSS (GPS)

•

Reduced acoustic update rate extends the battery life of transponders. This simplifies and reduces
the cost of operations.

•

Reduced transponder count. Optimal integration reduces the number of transponders required to
meet a given accuracy / robustness requirement to the minimum. A tightly integrated system
typically saves 1-2 transponders as compared to conventional LUSBL.

•

Less acoustic signals in the water due to less transponders and less frequent interrogation.
Reduces risk of interference between acoustic systems and makes SIMOPS easier.

•

The Sonardyne Marksman DP INS system was designed to support graceful degradation to
conventional acoustics should the INS system for any reason fail.
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SENSORS II

Tightly Integrated Acoustic-Inertial Navigation System

The GyroUSBL transceiver was presented. It mechanically integrates state-of-the-art HPT5000 or
HPT7000 Wideband2 transceivers with a high performance Ring Laser Gyro based INS. Some benefits of
the tights mechanical integration are:
•

Improves accuracy and robustness and therefore minimises the number of seabed transponders
required for reliable DP. It eliminates the problems associated with powerful thruster wash
deflecting the transceiver deployment pole and therefore makes single and dual transponder DP
operations significantly more robust.

•

Much reduced time is needed to swap out or upgrade a transceiver. The new “GyroUSBL”
transceiver can replace an existing transceiver without the need to do a full, time consuming and
operationally involved, acoustic system calibration (CASIUS). This can save vessel down time.
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